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Program

The Song of the Lark (1989)
  Song to the Waking Sun
  Flight
  Into Darkness

Introduction, Theme and Variations (2011)
  introduction
  theme
  décor
  triplet
  scale
  stopped glissando
  penultimate
  finale

Feuilles D’Automne, Op. 45
  1. Sérénade Mélancolique

Nocture (after Hasselmans Sérénade Mélancolique) (2010)

****Intermission****

Prelude, Fugue and Allegro, in E Flat Major, BWV 998

Transcribed and edited by Laura Sherman (2012)

  Overture
  Toccata
  Nocturne
  Fugue
  Hymn: St. Denio
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(1845-1912)

John A. Wickey
(b. 1965)

Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685-1750)

Benjamin Britten
(1913-1976)